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Touch, Collect, Display, Order, Measure, Map, Inflate and Build with Waste! Pablo Rey Mazón
At the beginning of the century, we started working with trash because it was
an accessible and affordable resource. There were plenty of materials and
objects available at zero cost in the streets and containers of Madrid. (We
learned later that this is not always the case in many places in the world).
Basurama was born there.
Basurama (basura = trash, -orama = wide view of, ama = love)
Basurama is a nonprofit organization based in Spain that experiments with
different approaches to waste. It has developed a series of projects to use
waste as a resource to raise awareness of waste production. These projects
take shape in different ways, such as workshops, public art interventions, maps
or data visualizations, and work with a wide range of stakeholders, ranging
from neighborhood communities and local artists to municipal governments.

Trash Safari. Madrid. Spain. 2005.
We deal with trash every day,
we produce it at every step: it’s in
our bins, in our kitchens, in our
pockets, on the streets. Despite its
ubiquity, it’s difficult to define it.
What is waste? As Kevin Lynch in
‘Wasting Away’ points out, “waste
is what is worthless or unused for
human purpose,” but it also could
be defined as “things [that are] in
the wrong place.”

eventually be useful in the future?

These days, when humankind is
producing garbage at increasing
rates –plastic bags, CO2, and iPads
count too– we can also say that
waste doesn’t exist. It’s just how we
look at it. It doesn’t exist because
nothing –or everything– is waste.
As waste pickers like to say: they
do work with recyclable materials,
but not with
This idea
garbage. There
It is “the B side of
of waste is a
is a movement
society,” a mirror
very broad and
of waste picker
ambiguous
cooperatives
where we can look
concept
in Brazil called
to understand our
(garbage, trash,
“National
litter, junk,
Movement
consumerist and
dirt, residues,
of Recyclable
capitalist society.
scrap). An old
Materials’
chair out on
Pickers”
the sidewalk is perceived as waste;
(Movimento Nacional dos
this same chair might be useful
Catadores de Materiais Recicláveis).
and enjoyable when in our living
We want to get rid of our waste as
room. Therefore, waste must be
soon as possible. The concept of
something that we build in our
waste is usually seen as something
minds, a way of mentally tagging
bad, dirty, even evil, is commonly
objects: “trash” or “not trash.”
applied to objects and materials,
It is an opinion, not a state of
but also to spaces and people.
the matter. It seems that it’s not
possible to define the usefulness
Garbage collectors from the
of a material or a thing without
formal and informal sectors “are
a spatial and temporal context.
not respected because they handle
Could today’s hazardous waste
the waste we fear and despise”

(again Kevin Lynch). They deal
with our dirt. This misconception
is a typical one: if someone deals
with trash, he/she becomes trash.
On the contrary, waste pickers
show us with their work how
garbage can be treated, reduced
and saved, closing the open-ended
loop that industrialized countries
are not able to close. Recycling
is, for the most part, the reasonexcuse-mechanism to produce and
consume more. We do support
recycling, but as the less-bad option
in a world where overproduction
and waste production is the rule.
At Basurama, we want to promote
the understanding of waste in all
its different scales (from diapers to
buildings) and formats (ideas, ads,
oil on a beach) in which trash takes
shape. It is “the B side of society,”
a mirror where we can look to
understand our consumerist and
capitalist society. The concept of
trash, as we know it today, had to
be invented and developed not that
long ago! We want to show that
trash is an opportunity, something
to play and to work with, or
something that should have been
produced differently (designed for
durability or for disassembly, for
example).
Our goal is to make people think
of waste as a resource for reuse that
also helps us understand society.
Through workshops, videos, data
(waste) visualizations, or public
interventions we encourage people
to touch, display, collect, measure,
weigh, map, inflate and build with
it.

this equation is too limiting,
though—we’ve considered
finding ways to include other
data such as as volume, price,
footprint or where materials
will end up. We still like the
simplicity of the WPI, even
though it underestimates the
harm of light weight foam
and plastics.
Map it. We’ve researched,
visited, and mapped waste
infrastructure in the Boston
area, and potentially reusable
junk in the Ruhr region
of Germany. We’ve also
organized conferences on
Giant trash bin for music festival. Eres lo que tiras (you are what you throw away),
bus tours to bring people to
Benicássim, Spain 2007.
landfills and other abandoned
We have prepared a short list of
this exercise in many workshops.
or forgotten places. We believe
It’s a great way to learn that waste
actions to encourage people to do
it’s important to see the trash and
doesn’t disappear when we stop
things with waste, apart from the
corresponding infrastructure with
popular 3R-extended rule: reduce,
seeing it inside the bin; to recognize your own eyes. If you cannot go we
reuse, recycle & repair.
that we only directly deal with a
can bring you evidence and photos
small amount of all the waste we
of those places. In the 6000km.
Touch it. The first step is to lose
really produce. Also to realize that
org project we photographed and
we are what we throw away.
fear and start diving into waste.
mapped urban metabolism during
We’ve organized a bunch of trash
the real estate bubble in Spain by
safaris (a kind of dumpster diving)
Display it. Waste production
showing on a map the location
to look for all kinds of materials for
processes are usually hidden to
of landfills (car tire cemeteries,
our workshops and projects. The
the public eye. Official garbage
junkyards), empty toll highways,
collection is usually done by night
hunt usually takes place by night
and recently urbanized areas.
and in the city. The experience
collecting bins that are opaque.
of searching and scraping in
Members of Basurama have worked
Mapping provides an expansive
containers and meeting other
to confront the amount of waste
visual example of the amount and
pickers is as important as getting
we produce in direct way. During
types of waste around us. Even the
a large music festival, for instance,
good materials and objects.
act of mapping in itself can create a
we organized a giant, transparent
physical awareness to the subject.
Collect it. There are national
public bin to better illustrate the
Sometimes, just the act of mapping
and international statistics about
waste generated each day of the
brings attention to the things that
the amount of waste generated per
festival Like a geological crossare mapped (like hanging a poster
section diagram, different “eras”
capita, but how about collecting
on the wall is the moment when
how much you generate during one (layers) could be appreciated:
the poster has more visibility)
or two days, carrying it along with
plastics cups during the night,
and it creates a community while
you and analyzing it? We’ve done
newspapers during the day.
having fun doing it (Public Lab
community knows about this).
Order it. Garbage is a mixture
The last two years, Jeff Warren,
of colors and shapes hardly
myself, and others kite mapped the
distinguishable. When walking
ash landfill for the Boston area in
on a dumpsite, it’s difficult to see
Saugus, beside and nearby a waste
individual objects—we just see
incinerator plant that generates
trash. If we order waste by color,
shape or material, new patterns and
objects emerge and garbage is no
longer perceived as garbage. (See
second hand clothes reordered on
cover).

Self-made amusement park. RUS Lima. Peru. 2010.

Measure it. It is not just that we
generate waste; we literally buy
waste. Almost everything we buy is
waste. To calculate how much of it
we purchase, we did an experiment
to measure the Waste Packaging
Index of different products (WPI).
We weighed the product and the
packaging to get the ratio (WPI =
Packaging / Gross Weight). Maybe

Detritivore Design Mathew Lippincott
The average North
American generates
roughly 1 million pounds
of waste per year.1 Some
designers seek to end this
waste through creating
fully recyclable, zero
waste products that have
a ‘Cradle to Cradle’ plan
for the materials.2 This
production utopia ignores
existing waste that
cannot be easily recycled
but still has significant
value. Recycled materials
are easy— they provide
ethical satisfaction of
efficiency and concern,
without the difficulty
of changing design
practices to accept the limitations
and dimensions of found objects.
We should put more effort into
designing around the persistent
functionality of objects whose
primary purpose has failed, and do
so at the systems level.
In order to naturalize trash as a
design material, the infrastructure
of design—from software to
manufacturing—needs to integrate
reused components. Detritivore
design sketches a path towards
the systemic reuse of broken
technology. Detritivores are
creatures that consume decaying
matter; detritivore designers
design from the reuse of decaying
technology, not necessarily for
reuse of the products they create.
We need not create a recyclable or
even non-toxic product from trash
so long as we squeeze the remaining
value out it.
Detritivore design is an extension
of parametric design, whereby
the plans for an object can be
re-sized and shaped prior to
manufacturing.3 A parametric
design is most commonly a CAD
file with several rescalable features
usually used for making customized
stuff. Proprietary and open source

comprehensive reuse strategy of
hardware joined through software.

CAD programs allow designers
to make simple customization
templates that can be fed directly
into automated production systems
to create shoes in custom colors or
bikes with a custom fit.4 Several
proponents of parametric design
have gone further to create systems
of interoperable components
and centralized databases of
components’ CAD files.5
Detritivore design is similarly
software-dependent, but instead
of programming in pre-production
parametrics for mass customization,
it uses software to enable the mass
incorporation of discarded objects
with a certain set of interoperable
features. Software becomes a
strategy for normalizing the
usefulness of hardware from varied
sources, rather than varying the
look and feel of hardware from the
same source.
Public Lab’s detritivore strategies
are the same as those found in
the larger DIY movement. Our
methods for identification and
integration of found objects, are
often manual, ad hoc, and limited,
built on top of systems for creating
fresh new objects, not using broken
old ones. In a case study of our
spectrometer are seeds of a more

With over 200 billion CDs and over 1 billion DVD players in the world, it’s
unlikely that we’ll ever run out of hardware.

The Public Lab Spectrometry
Kit consumes waste products and
uses them to search for other, more
dangerous wastes.6 Pipe cutoffs,
obsolete webcams, and optical discs
are sufficient to make a functioning
spectrometer. The central hardware
component, the diffraction grating,
is made from CDs and DVDs—
disposable media with extremely
precise grooves. Long after the
media written onto these discs
decays into illegibility, they will
still function as diffraction gratings,
splitting light into a rainbow that
can be quantified and used for
material identification.
The central software component
is Spectral Workbench, a web
platform for spectral analysis that
assists our community members
in setting up and calibrating
their spectrometers.7 Spectral
Workbench encourages sharing
data, and creates a framework for
comparing and
normalizing data
from different
spectrometers
and databases of
spectra. It accepts
live data capture
from webcams as
well as uploaded
photos from any
camera.
We’ve made a
variety of spectrometer plans, sold
kits, and launched a competition
to identify environmental
contaminants.8 We are dedicated
to this project’s continuity, but
with over 200 billion CDs and
over 1 billion DVD players in the
world, it is unlikely that we will
ever run out of hardware.9 , 10 Our
design patterns ensure that optical
disc spectrometry can outlast any
one project or manufacturer, while
our data sharing, open licensing,
and practitioner community
function together to distribute
our system of mass-incorporation
of reused technology beyond our
organization.
There are commercial diffraction
gratings that we could use instead
of CDs or DVDs. They would
even simplify the assembly of our
kits a little bit, but they wouldn’t
increase the accuracy of our device.
Doing spectroscopy with consumer
detritus is more important to our

scientific program than simplifying
the overall design may sound
our kits. We mail kits around
exceptionally challenging, but so
the globe, but mail can’t reach all
is long-term survival in a culture
the places that DVDs and CDs
of mass consumption and disposal.
already have.
As it stands,
Detritivore
parametric
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design and mass
the permanence a platform on top
customization
of trash as a
may just
of ubiquitous trash,
badge of hope
intensify our
rather than
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more
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never worry
custom junk to
about losing
ephemerality of both our prodigious
access to science
personal
the startup culture in
equipment.
junk piles.
We’re
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developing a
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the relentless product path away from
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intensification
release cycle of the
trash, using
of waste
consumer economy.
its persistent
towards a lownature to escape
intensity high
the ephemerality of both the
tech, and a transitional culture of
startup culture in which we design
manufacturing between today and
and the relentless product release
a Cradle to Cradle future. As we
cycle of the consumer economy.
continue to build DIY examples, it
is my hope that these DIY strategies
Software, and a community
inspire more detritivore design
sharing data on the
infrastructure.
performance and
function of found
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ash (and electricity). The Saugus
ash landfill is where Cambridge
waste ends up and is burned. The
resulting map shows us detailed
piles of waste and the way its
form changes over time. Public
Lab organizer, Pat Coyle, built a
3D version of the landfill with the
photos we took. Sara Wylie is
working to estimate the volume
and weight of waste piles from
aerial photographs.
Gathering together to map
something is powerful: “the landfill
and incinerator plant are here;”
“our waste is burned here;” “what
are the impacts, what can we do
together?” In that sense, I’ve turned
into a “landfill cartographer” and
I’ve drawn several landfills in
OpenStreetMap over the years.
They are the type of facilities that

them. Together with communitybased organizations and the general
public, we’ve used discarded
materials—pallets, cardboard, car
tires, PET plastic bottles— to build
installations and playgrounds in
public space. Reusing materials
and abandoned spaces is the best
way to show multiple scales of
waste and the possibilities and
affordability of reusing them.
Industrial serialized waste makes
possible the systematization of
certain reusing methods. Our
colleagues at Superuse Studio in
the Netherlands have developed
a tool to create a public database
of leftovers ready to be upcycled
(harvestmap.org) and another
one with multiple reuse examples
(superuse.org).

The grassroots
mapping forum

The grassroots mapping forum
is a publication of the Public Laboratory, a community which develops
and applies open-source tools to environmental exploration and
investigation.

public lab communityt journal of environmental research

publiclab.org
This issue was edited and designed by Molly Danielsson
Original design by Mathew Lippincott
All content is contributed by the Public Lab community. If you’re
interested in submitting please email molly@publiclab.org

start mapping

Come map stuff with us. Create a user profile on publiclab.org and sign
up for our grassroots mapping mailing list. Contribute your research
notes with the broader community online.

support our work

The Public Laboratory for Open Technology and Science is a 501(c)3
nonprofit organization which supports a growing community in
developing and applying open-source tools for environmental exploration
and investigation. By democratizing inexpensive and accessible “DoIt-Yourself” techniques, Public Lab creates a collaborative network
of practitioners who actively re-imagine the human relationship with
the environment. Our goal is to increase the ability of under served
communities to identify, redress, remediate, and create awareness and
accountability around environmental concerns. Public Lab achieves this
by providing online and offline training, education and support, and by
focusing on locally-relevant outcomes that emphasize human capacity
and understanding. Donate online at publiclab.org/donate

Inflatable with reused plastic bags. In love we trash. Casablanca. Morocco.
2012.
don’t usually show up in Google
Maps.
Build with it. The best way
to show that materials found in
garbage are still fine is to build with

Inflate it. Basurama has recently
developed a series of projects
to build giant inflatables with
plastic bags and plastic leftovers
from packaging. Just a small fan is
needed to inflate these new spaces.
It’s a way of reusing Ant Farm ideas
with reused plastic!

public lab is made possible by

John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, 11th Hour Project of the
Schmidt Family Foundation, Rita Allen Foundation, Rackspace, Passport
Foundation, Betsy and Jesse Fink Foundation, Raspberry Pi Foundation,
Environmental Leadership Program and the Geraldine R. Dodge,
Foundation, Patagonia, New World Foundation, U.S. EPA & all of our
individual contributors.

Love it. Our approach to trash
has evolved with the projects
described here. We have initially
and finally loved it! We invite you
to do the same and love your waste!

Upcoming in the Next Issue: Oil Sample Testing
Cover photo: Second hand clothes reordered. Se regala plaza. Madrid,
Spain. Pablo Rey Mazón 2007.

Page with all the links to projects
listed in this article http://basurama.
org/?p=17084

Objects ordered by their Waste Packaging Index. Dissecting objects. Berlin.
Germany. 2012.

In love we trash
design like a dung beetle
mapping waste when waste is invisible
the woes of navigating epa databases

Pablo Rey Mazón is member and cofounder of Basurama and a Public Lab
organizer.

Connecting with our Landfills Nicholas Johnson

Mapping Waste When Waste is Invisible Max Liboiron

For most of us, a landfill
is a far away place that we
know exists and we think we
understand its purpose, but we
never give it a second thought.
For others, landfills lie close
to home, literally. They are
seen just beyond the tree line
or beyond the litter filled fence
that separates the public from
the landfill. But what do we
really know about our landfills
and their presence in this
country?

Garbage is
notoriously difficult
to see. Though we
deal with municipal
solid waste every day,
waste infrastructure
keeps waste out of
sight through bins,
black bags, covered
trucks, fenced
transfer stations,
proprietary routes,
publicly inaccessible
landfills, and laws
criminalizing
scavenging.1

This was my underlying
question when I first traveled
to Freshkills Park (formerly
Freshkills Landfill located on
Staten Island in New York City)
to balloon map the area. As a
first-timer the data I collected
Image Credit: Shastine Van Vugt. ITP Camp 2013 balloon mapping excursion at
was subpar, as my camera rig did Freshkills Park, Staten Island, June 24th, 2013.
not fit snuggly into the housing
and shifted mid-flight due to high
Act, which among other things
EPA ECHO database, which will be
winds. More important than the
required that all landfills be
discussed another day. Secondly,
data collection was my interest in
licensed and report various data
the locations of the landfills were
seeing the former landfill,one of
to the EPA. This data is publicly
astounding. Rivers, lakes, golf
the most infamous landfills in the
available and can be found in
courses (a popular land reclamation
country, which left a tremendous
the Environmental Compliance
idea), neighborhoods, and even
impression. The vastness of the
History Online (ECHO) database
high schools surround landfills.
park was breathtaking and my hope on the EPA website. Available?
Landfills are everywhere.
to map the entire park that day was
Yes. Easily available? No.
naive. Opened in 1947, the former
Navigating the ECHO database
Others are curious about
landfill is three times the size of
to find ‘all’ of the landfills in the
landfills and have created online
Central Park, greater in volume
country is a challenge. In order
projects to further understand
than the Great Wall of China,
to search landfills on the ECHO
their presence. One such project,
and visible from space! Though
database, one must first know that
developed during EcoHack 2014
to my surprise, the park seemed
landfills can be found through two
and titled Landfill Club, uses
more like an endless prairie than
classification systems. Under the
online crowdsourcing techniques
a landfill due to the ongoing park
Standard Industrial Classification
to draw an outline around each
conversion.
(SIC) system landfills can be
individual landfill in order to
found using the code 4953, and
calculate the total area of each
I was determined to create a
if searching under the North
landfill. Using this data, the group
high quality map of the park, so I
American Industry Classification
began to visualize the collective size
organized a second outing with a
System (NAICS) the code is
of all the landfills in the country in
group of graduate students, who
562212 (which is actually just for
hopes to better illustrate the impact
after an afternoon of mapping
municipal solid waste, never mind
of landfills.
produced a much higher quality
the other landfill types!). I captured
map, though again only covering
and compiled data for each state
Balloon mapping in Freshkills
a very small portion of the park.
(because there is no ‘download all’
Park is continuing in collaboration
Just being on site, however, created
ability) which included the landfill
with the New York City Parks
the most interest from the group.
name, location, inspection dates,
Department with the mission
Looking just beyond the grass
toxic release inventory and current
to map an invasive plant species
covered mounds one could see a
violations. By plotting the latitude
called phragmites, which is
collection of housing subdivisions
and longitude of each landfill on
plaguing the native plant life
adjacent to the park. We all
a Google map we could finally see
of the park. The data collected
confessed it was impossible to
the thousands of landfills scattered
is not only helping the Parks
imagine what it would have been
throughout the country.
Department better manage this
like to live a stone’s throw away
invasive species, but also to engage
from a towering mountain of trash.
After spending weeks examining
communities to better understand
Inspired by these conversations, a
this interactive Google map, I
the consequences of consumption
question began to surface: where
began to notice some interesting
and what the afterlife of our trash
are all of the landfills in this
things. First, many of the plotted
really looks like. Through balloon
country?
landfill coordinates did not actually photography, we’re not only
represent a landfill. The coordinate participating in biological research,
To the EPA! In 1976, the federal
was in the middle of nowhere—this we’re helping connect people with
government passed the Resource
led to the discovery of many other
their landfills to realize the impact
Conservation and Recovery
data inconsistencies within the
of their waste.

To overcome this,
several mapping
projects have sought
to visualize the
circulation of waste.
MIT Sense Lab’s
Trash Track (http://
senseable.mit.edu/
trashtrack/) paired
3,000 GPS locator
tags with pieces of
Trash Track map after two months. The only objects
trash as they were
dropped in Seattle bins. After
has shifted until developing
two months, most waste stayed
countries are now exporting waste
relatively local, but electronic and
to developed nations and to each
hazardous waste moved to other
other— a trend less amenable to
locations in the United States,
the verb “dumping,” and contrary
suggesting that waste moves
to popular discourses about global
differently based on what kind of
e-waste circulation.
waste it is.
Both mapping projects produced
Geographer Josh Lepawsky
new knowledge. They are part of
visualized sixteen years of e-waste
a wider trend of evidence-based
import and export data from 206
arguments that defy popular
territories around the world.2 In
misconceptions about waste.
1996, when the data collection
Because waste seems so familiar to
began, developing countries
us, everyday notions about what
dumped waste in less developed
constitutes waste, where it is,
nations. Over time the circulation
and how it travels remain largely
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that circulate nationally are e-waste.
unfounded and unchallenged.
Unfortunately, since many social
and environmental problems
involve waste, mischaracterizing
the phenomenon leads to
ineffective solutions. Lepawsky
notes that “[e]xport prohibitions
as they are articulated under
the Basel Convention imagine a
world of trade that is increasingly
irrelevant with respect to flows of
e-waste.”3 In short, if the problem
is mis-defined, ill-fitting solutions
follow. Thus, one of the purposes
of mapping waste is to better pair
problems to solutions.

Detail of Lepawsky’s map of e-waste exporters. Developing countries in red, developed countries in blue.

and activists are finding
innovative ways to
visualize elusive waste;
Sense Lab’s pairing of GPS
trackers with garbage and
Lepawsky’s visualizations
of archived data are only
two methods. Others
include the Public Lab
community’s balloonmounted cameras that can
hover over oil spills and
transfer station fences;
Algalita Marine Research
Foundation’s display of
ocean plastic samples that
are originally meant as
“raw” data; Basurama’s
public waste audits; the
Globe at Night’s crowdsourced light pollution
data; artist Mark Dion’s
cabinet of curiosities of
things he dug up on the
shores of the Thames
River; the popular
documentation of high
water lines after a flood has
receded; Litterati’s Instagram
hashtag that geo-tags litter. All
of these are innovative ways to
spatially represent waste that
simultaneously expand mapping
methodologies given the pervasive
and tenacious obfuscation of waste.

Most waste is invisible because it
is never recorded in the first place.
The vast majority of waste—about
97% of it—is industrial. This
waste is disposed of on industrial
private property, without permit or
public knowledge, circumventing
two major methods of capturing
information about waste. Yet
even this 97% figure, quoted again
and again in academic, popular,
and journalistic forums, is based
on a single 1987 study by the
Environmental Protection Agency.4
This nearly three-decade-old report
represents the state of knowledge
on manufacturing-waste tonnages
and disposal
practices in
the United
States.5 In
effect, there
is a nearly
complete
lack of
knowledge
about almost
all waste in
the United
States.

Science and technology
scholar Sheila Jasanoff
writes that, “facts
arise out of detached
observation whereas
meaning emerges from
embedded experience.”6
Some representations
have a greater likelihood
of being experienced by
audiences and becoming
meaning, even if they can’t
be mapped in a traditional
fashion. Some techniques
simply say: “this is here” in
a way that resonates with a
viewer. Such “maps” can be
visually striking, engaging,
theatrical, suggestive or
profound, which may be all
that is needed for meaning,
and, in some cases, coupling
a problem to action.

What does
it mean for
mapping that
a hallmark
of modern
waste is
invisibility?
Mappers,
researchers,

Max Liboiron is an Assistant
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technology at the Memorial
University of Newfoundland
and is the managing editor
of the Discard Studies Blog.
Liboiron studies “techniques
of definition,” the tools and
practices used by scientists and

activists to make emerging, contested,
amorphous forms of harm and crisis
legible enough for action. www.
maxliboiron.com
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Public Lab has been awarded
a U.S. EPA Urban Waters grant
to train community members and
wetland restoration advocates on
monitoring and tracking progress
at eight ongoing urban wetland
restoration projects near Lake
Pontchartrain (Louisiana, EPA
Region 6).
Welcome to our newest staff
member Natalie Mayorga! Natalie
serves as Public Lab’s Kits
Initiative Manager, overseeing kit
operations and sales. For the past
several years she has worked in
education, outreach, fund-raising,
marketing, sales, and customer
service. She comes to Public Lab
from Portland’s Gay & Lesbian
Community Yellow Pages where
she served as Marketing Director.
Her background in community
organizing and working with
numerous Portland based advocacy
groups, such as Basic Rights Oregon,
and Q Center, has led her to a
passion for working with non-profits
that seek to build relationships,
create accessibility, and empower
under served communities.
In May 2014 Forbes.com featured
the Public Lab’s Open Water
Project on community water
monitoring and open data. Public
Lab was highlighted with other
Region 6 EPA Urban Water grantees
on Nola.com for the upcoming
yearlong restoration monitoring
project at Lake Pontchartrain.
In early June Public Lab held
the first tool-focused Spring
Barnraising at Tidmarsh Farms
in Plymouth, MA. The Barnraising
concentrated on water monitoring,
including the thermal fishing bob
project and Riffle monitoring tool.
It brought together thirty-three
participants from the Northeast
and New England region. The
day before the Barnraising, Public
Lab Organizers came together
for the first Organizers Summit.
As a result of the summit we
are currently in production of an
Organizer Handbook.
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Public Labbers also participated in
several conferences and workshops
including the EPA Air Sensors
workshop, Personal Democracy
Forum, Fab10 in Barcelona and
OpenKnowledge Festival in Berlin.
This quarter we kicked off monthly
in person meet-ups, generously

sponsored by Rackspace. A water
monitoring meet-up was held in
July and the next meet-up will be
in Picayune, Mississippi focused on
circuit board construction.
We also started OpenHour, an
interactive seminar hosted by the
Public Lab community. OpenHour
is held monthly, bringing together
several different perspectives
for conversations around tools,
methods, environmental issues and
approaches to data-based advocacy.
Past OpenHours have focused on
thermal imaging, aerial mapping,
water monitoring, spectrometry and
near-infrared imaging.
During the first half of 2014 we’ve
seen great growth on the main
‘PublicLaboratory’ listserve, with
over 2,500 members. Several
new features to the website include
the ability for people to directly
RSVP to events, co-author research
notes to strengthen the sense of
collaborative research and the
ability to “call out” people in notes
or comments so that they receive
notification via email of notes
someone else thinks they would find
interesting.
The Kits Initiative and Public
Lab Outreach team are helping
to leverage a renewed community
interest in the “Lending Library”
structure, first utilized during the
BP oil spill mapping with the Gulf
Coast chapter. Lending Libraries are
housed at physical Public Lab offices
and at the locations of “friends of
Public Lab” and provide a tool on
loan framework for people who
want to check out hardware tools.

Annual
Fall Barnraising

Theme: From the Field to Stories of Change
Barnraising: November 14th-16th
Organizer’s Summit: Thursday,
November 13th
Please see PublicLab.
org for more
information.



